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Abstract

Eye dominance, the tendency to prefer to process visual

input from one eye over the other, is a little discussed topic

in iris biometrics. It has been seen in experiments that one

eye tends to have improved performance over the other. One

possible cause of this variation in performance could be the

distribution of eye dominance among the subject popula-

tion. In this paper we explore the effects of eye dominance

on iris recognition. We also show how eye dominance can

be used to guide the development of a single-eye recognition

system. An exploration of the correlation between eyedness

and handedness is also presented.

1. Introduction

Eye or ocular dominance, often referred to as eyedness,

is the tendency to prefer to process visual input from one

eye (the dominant eye) over the other. It has been seen that

about 67% of the population is right eye dominant, leaving

the remaining 33% of people left eye dominant [9][4][23].

The effect and relationship of eyedness to other dominant

features of a person such as handedness is a frequently dis-

cussed topic in the psychology and medical fields. This

relationship between dominant features is typically associ-

ated with the concept of laterality, the preference to use one

side of the body. In pyschology, eye dominance and later-

ality are examined for use in disorder diagnosis as well as

in the study of child development [19][4]. Neuroscientists

use studies in this area to explore imbalances in the brain

for diagnosis of particular diseases[30]. Sports scientists

have explored the effects of eye dominance in golf, shoot-

ing, and other eye hand coordination activities [2][28][17].

However, no one has explored the impact of eye dominance

or laterality yet on iris biometric performance. It is at least

plausible that eye dominance could effect performance of

iris biometrics, for example through the ease of a user pre-

senting one eye or the other for imaging.

Throughout the last century, many psychologists have

explored the phenomenon of eye dominance. The first noted

work on eye dominance was in 1593 by Porta [25]. In 1928,

Miles established the basis for how eye dominance is deter-

mined today [14][15][13]. Several other methods involving

either single eye focus or fixation have been developed and

explored since then [26][23][29][16]. Eye dominance de-

termination has been used in several studies. Banister used

eye dominance to explore rifle usage and then expanded it

to assess soldierliness [2]. Yet, in the 1970’s psychologists

began to focus on determining the relationship between eye-

dness and handedness. In particular, Coren and Porac pub-

lished a multiple papers exploring the topic in different set-

ting with various populations[6][7][23][24]. The strength

of the relationship between eyedness and handedness is still

debatable, and many conclude that the correlation is only

slightly better than chance [22][5][8]. Yet, it is agreed that

childhood pressures to be right handed in many cultures of-

ten oppose the body’s natural disposition to laterality, and

this may be a cause of the discrepancy.

In iris biometrics, right and left eye are often considered

together in an iris recognition system. However, when right

and left eyes are considered separately, a variation in per-

formance is sometimes seen. For instance, in the ICE 2005

report a verification rate of 0.995 at a false accept rate of

0.001 was reported for right eyes [20]. In contrast, left eyes

only showed a verification rate between 0.990 and 0.995 at

the false accept rate of 0.001. When new comparisons were

presented in the ICE 2006 and the IRIS 2006 reports, the

same relative performance for both and left and right eyes

was exhibited [21][1].

Many iris sensors are built to acquire both eyes of a sub-

ject at approximately the same time, ignoring the possible

effects of eye dominance or laterality. In a technical publi-

cation regarding the usage of a single eye sensor however,

a phenomenon regarding subjects’ eye dominance was re-

ported [3]. During the enrollment process subjects typically

presented their dominant eye first and were easily enrolled.

But when they then presented their nondominant eye, many

subjects had difficulty aligning that eye for proper enroll-
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Figure 1. Images of irises taken by the LG 4000 during the same session. (a) Right eye image from Right Eye Dominant Subject. (b) Left

eye image from Right Eye Dominant Subject. (c) Right eye image from Left Eye Dominant Subject. (d) Left eye image from Left Eye

Dominant Subject.

ment. To overcome this challenge, many had to cover their

dominant eye and attempt to be reacquired. This effect begs

the question of how eye dominance affects enrollment in

dual eye systems.

In this paper, we will explore the effect of eye dominance

and laterality on the performance of an iris recognition sys-

tem. Section II discusses the dataset and our approach for

determination of eye dominance. Section III presents initial

results as well as explores the possibilities of single eye sys-

tems using the eye dominance results. The relationship be-

tween eyedness and handedness in terms of iris recognition

is then examined in this section. Section V then concludes

with general results regarding eye dominance and lateral-

ity. Lastly, potential future work involving this topic is dis-

cussed in Section VI.

2. Dataset

An LG IrisAccess 4000 system was used to collect all of

the iris images used in this work. This sensor captures im-

ages of both left and right irises at approximately the same

time. Two clusters of near infrared illuminators of varying

wavelengths provide both cross and direct illumination for

each iris [12]. To acquire, each subject first adjusted a tri-

pod on which the sensor was mounted to their height and

then stood 14 inches away with their eyes centered in a mir-

rored window. Each image produced was 640 pixels by 480

pixels in size. For this experiment, left and right iris data

was acquired for 421 subjects of which 231 of the subjects

were male and 190 were female. Data was collected over

a period of four weeks during September and October of

2011.

For each subject eye dominance was determined by a

Miles Test [13]. In the original Miles Test, subjects held a

truncated metal cone over their faces while both eyes were

open and aimed it at a distant point. One eye at a time was

then closed and whichever eye most clearly saw the dis-

tant point was recorded as the dominant eye. This test has

been transformed in many ways, most popularly through the

hole-in-card test. In our study, subjects form a triangle with

their hands and focus a poster on a distant wall in the cen-

ter. They then close one eye at a time and identify the eye

through which they saw the most of the poster.

Using a variant of the Miles test, 271 subjects determined

themselves to be right eye dominant and 150 reported left

eye dominance. Of the right eye dominant subjects 151 of

them were male and 120 were female. Within the left eye

dominant set 80 subjects were male and 70 were female.

Subjects reported eye dominance each week that they had

images acquired and no subjects changed their eye dom-

inance between weeks. Thus, for this experiment we are

assuming eye dominance does not change over time.

In each experiment described, the VeriEye SDK version

2.3, a product of Neurotechnology, was used to analyze

the data [18]. VeriEye is a commercial package which we

used for both iris template extraction and matching. No de-

tails regarding VeriEyes feature extraction or matching al-

gorithms are publicly available. VeriEye reports an asym-

metric similarity score which ranges from 0 to 9433, where

9433 is produced when the gallery and probe images are

identical. Asymmetric scoring means that given a pair of

images, VeriEye will produce a different match score de-

pending on which image is used as the probe image.

Further, in this work on each ROC cuve presented er-

ror bars are shown, which represent 95% confidence inter-

vals calculated via bootstrapping. In particular, match and

non-match scores were subsampled according to their score

distributions, and an ROC curve was generated for each of

5000 bootstraps and used to create the error bars. If two er-

ror bars at a particular FAR do not overlap, then the differ-

ence between the two curves at that FAR is statistically sig-

nificant. However, if the error bars of two curves do overlap,

statistical significance cannot be determined without further

testing. This method is based upon the technique described

by Wu et al [31]. Using these results, a relative ordering of

sensor performance can be established by comparing true

accept rate at a particular false accept rate.
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Figure 2. ROC Curves with error bars for the four initial eye dominance experiment. Experiments with right eye dominant data, outperform

the experiments employing left eye dominant data.
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Figure 3. Authentic and Impostor Distributions for the initial eye dominance experiments. The red dashed curve depicts the nonmatch

distribution and the black solid curve depicts the match distribution for the Right Eye Dominant Right Eye Experiment (Top Left), Right

Eye Dominant Left Eye Experiment (Top Right), Left Eye Dominant Left Eye Experiment (Bottom Left), and Left Eye Dominant Right

Eye Experiment (Bottom Right).
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Table 1. Gender of Subjects by Eye Dominance

Dominance Males Females Total Subjects

Right Eye Dominant 151 120 171

Left Eye Dominant 80 70 150

Table 2. Number of Match and Nonmatch Comparisons for the

Initial Eye Dominance Results

Experiment Matches NonMatches

Right Eye Dominance Right Eyes 92,864 20,251,746

Right Eye Dominance Left Eyes 91,252 19,928,848

Left Eye Dominance Right Eyes 39,776 4,439,796

Left Eye Dominance Left Eyes 39,326 4,398,016

3. Results

3.1. Eye Dominance Recognition Results

The initial experiment explored the difference in iris

recognition performance between left and right eyes of sub-

jects with a particular eye dominance. The image dataset

was then partitioned into four subsets - right eyes of right

eye dominant subjects, left eyes of right eye dominant sub-

jects, right eyes of left eye dominant subjects, and left eyes

of left eye dominant subjects. Figure 2 shows the results

of these experiments and Table 2 contains the match and

nonmatch score counts. It is seen that both cases involv-

ing right eye dominant subjects outperform both cases of

left eye dominance. However, within each dominance some

variations are seen. For right eye dominant subjects, it ap-

pears that there is no statistically significant difference in

performance between eyes since the error bars of both right

eye dominant tests overlap along both curves. By contrast,

there is a statistically significant difference between the two

left eye dominant subsets. Thus, the dominant left eye has

an improved recognition rate over the right eyes and the er-

ror bars for each experiment do not overlap.

The match score distributions for each experiment pro-

vide some insight into why this effect is seen. For the match

distributions of the dominant eye, the scores appear more

evenly distributed in a Gaussian fashion than those of the

nondominant eye. In particular, for right eyes of left eye

dominant subjects, the peak in match scores appears closer

to the nonmatch distribution and other scores extend out to-

wards 4000. A similar phenomenon is present for the left

eyes of right eye dominant subjects.

Hence, when considering eye dominance in an iris recog-

nition system, right eye dominance has an increased perfor-

mance over left eye dominance data. Further, when looking

at left or right eyes only for each dominance type, which

eye is used does not make a stastically significant differ-

ence for right eye dominance. In contrast, left eyes for left

eye dominant subjects exhibit improved performance over

their corresponding right eyes.
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Figure 4. ROC Curves for single eye iris recognition systems.

The Left and Right Eye Systems do not consider eye dominance

whereas the Eye Dominance System contains only the dominant

eye of each subject.

3.2. Single Eye Systems

Given that performance of the right eye dominant sub-

jects regardless of eye used was better than that of the left

eye dominant datasets and left eyes of left eye dominant

subjects performed better than right eyes, there is an ex-

pected outcome for single eye systems. Namely, when us-

ing only right eyes or only left eyes, regardless of domi-

nance, left eyes alone should perform better. Figure 4 sup-

ports this hypothesis.

To extend this knowledge, we generated a subset of the

data to simulate a single eye iris recognition system which

considers eye dominance. Namely, a subject would iden-

tify their dominant eye and this eye alone would be en-

rolled. Thus, matches consist of left eye matches from left

eye dominant subjects and right eye matches from right eye

dominant subjects. Further, nonmatches are derived only

from left eye to left eye nonmatches and right eye to right

eye nonmatches. By not allowing right to left eye matches

we reduce the expense of the system. In Figure 4 we see the

comparison of this eye dominance system to left and right

eye only systems.

Through the use of the single eye system which consid-

ers the eyedness of each subject we have sustained the per-

formance of the left eye only system while including right

eye matches. Additionally, we have improved the efficiency

and cost of a traditional iris recognition system. Since we

only store one eye for each subject we decrease the size of
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our gallery by half. Further, since we know which eye a sub-

ject is enrolling based on dominance, we need only compare

to other eyes of that type, decreasing the computational cost

of a traditional system.

3.3. Handedness

To further understand the effects of eye dominance, we

also explored the notion of how handedness in conjunction

with eyedness affects an iris recognition system. Few works

in hand based biometrics report or study a person’s handed-

ness, and none appear to have looked at the performance

rate of a subject’s dominant hand in comparison to the non-

dominant hand [10][27]. In order to determine handedness,

for each subject we viewed videos of them performing vari-

ous activities such as picking up a telephone, tossing a bean

bag, picking up a toy gun, and holding a golf club. This

activity based approach of determining handedness is sim-

ilar to much of the research of determining the accuracy of

self reported handedness and correlation to eyedness [2][8].

If subjects performed all activities with the same hand that

hand was marked as the dominant hand. Otherwise, that

subject was marked as neither right nor left handed and

excluded from this experiment. Table 3 shows the sub-

ject breakdown given the reported eyedness and determined

handedness. This breakdown of handedness is representa-

tive of the reported handedness of the world population with

about 10% of the population being left handed [11].

Table 3. Subject Breakdown for Eyedness and Handeness

Subject Set Number of Subjects Percentage

Right Eyed Right Handed 241 88.93%

Right Eyed Left Handed 13 4.80%

Right Eyed Neither Handed 17 6.27%

Left Eyed Right Handed 116 77.33%

Left Eyed Left Handed 34 22.22%

Left Eyed Neither Handed 0 0%

Figure 5 depicts the results from hand dominance based

experiments. Four new subsets of data were formed: right

eyes from right eye dominant right handed subjects (87,392

match scores), right eyes from right eye dominant left

handed subjects (5,280 match scores), left eyes from left

eye dominant left handed subjects (32,870 match scores),

and left eyes from left eye dominant right handed subjects

(8,124 match scores). Three of the experiments perform

nearly perfectly after bootstrapping and are not statistically

significantly different. However, left eye dominant right

handed left eye results have a degraded and statistically

significant performance difference. Since the performance

of right eye dominant subjects was already nearly perfect

this is not unexpected. However, left laterality outperforms

those with left eyedness and right handedness. This sug-
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Figure 5. ROC Curves for the correleation between hand and eye

dominance experiments. All experiments except Left Eye Domi-

nant Right Handed perform near perfect after bootstrapping.

gests the possibility that those who are same side dominant

present their eyes better to the sensor than those who are

not.

4. Conclusions

We report on the results of an experimental investigation

into the relationship between eyedness, or eye dominance,

and handedness and the accuracy of iris recognition. Our

results suggest that concepts of laterality, eye dominance

and handedness, are correlated with iris biometric recogni-

tion performance. This is a novel area of investigation in

iris biometrics, and much work remains to be done, but we

have obtained interesting and intriguing initial results.

We first subdivided our overall iris image dataset accord-

ing to the eye dominance of the subjects. We found that for

subjects who are right eye dominant, there is not a statisti-

cally significant difference in iris recognition accuracy be-

tween the left iris and the right iris. However, for subjects

who are left eye dominant, we found that iris recognition

performance for the left iris was statistically significantly

better than for the right iris.

For an iris recognition system that is designed to use one

iris, the initial implication is that it is better to base it on

the left iris than on the right iris. Alternatively, but more

complex, the system could use the dominant eye for each

subject. For an iris recognition system that is designed to

use both irises, an implication is that the left and right iris

results for a left eye dominant subject should be unequally
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weighted.

We then also considered eye dominance in combination

with handedness. We considered the recognition perfor-

mance of (1) the right iris for right eye dominant and right-

handed persons, (2) the right iris for right eye dominant and

left-handed persons, (3) the left iris for left eye dominant

and left-handed persons, and (4) the left iris for left eye

dominant and right-handed persons. We found that recog-

nition performance was essentially the same in 3 of the 4

cases, but that recognition was noticeably poorer for the

left iris of subjects who were left eye dominant and right

handed.

We conjecture that the results we observe may be due

to some difference in how easily subjects with different

eye dominance can present the non-dominant eye for imag-

ing. However, the particular mechanism remains to be ex-

plained.

5. Future Work

We hope to extend this work in several ways in the fu-

ture. Initially, we desire to gather a larger dataset and de-

termine eyedness and handedness more accurately. To de-

termine eyedness and remove some of the human error pos-

sibly caused by handedness in our current method we plan

to employ the hole-in-card method of Miles Testing [13].

In conjunction with subject activity analysis, we plan to ask

subjects to self report their handedness. We would also like

to more deeply analyze the effects of gender, ethnicity and

other covariates which may correlate well with the effects

of eye dominance. Further exploration in why these effects

occur at all in iris acquisition systems is also planned.
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